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ABSTRACT 
We show that there are exactly two zero-dimensional separable metric spaces which can be 
obtained as a countable infinite product of nowhere topologically complete absolute F,a-spaces; 
one is the countable infinite product of rationals Q”, the other is a union of a dense copy of Q” 
and a dense copy of the space of irrationals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All spaces under discussion are separable and met&able. 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the main facts about absolute 
Bore1 sets, which can be found in [12]; we will only be concerned with absolute 
Bore1 sets of class ~2. 
Between 1910 and 1930, internal topological characterizations were given of 
such well-known zero-dimensional spaces as the Cantor set C (Brouwer [2]), the 
rationals Q (Sierpinski [18]), the irrationals IP, the Cantor set minus a point, 
and the product of the rationals with the Cantor set Q x C (all three, Alexan- 
droff and Urysohn [l]). These spaces are either topologically complete (equi- 
valently, an absolute Gd), or a-compact (equivalently, an absolute F,), and 
using the characterizations, it is easily seen that these are the only homogeneous 
zero-dimensional absolute Bore1 sets of class I 1. The next class in the Bore1 
hierarchy is the ambiguous class 2, consisting of spaces which are both an 
absolute F06 and an absolute Ga,,. In van Engelen [a], all homogeneous zero- 
dimensional elements of this class are characterized; it turns out that there are 
o1 of them (some were characterized earlier, by van Mill [ 141, [IS], van 
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Douwen [5], van Engelen and van Mill [7]). Thus, we are now led to the con- 
sideration of zero-dimensional Bore1 sets which are of exact class 2, i.e. Bore1 
subsets of C which are either an F,,8 or a Gda, but not both. A very “down to 
earth” example of a zero-dimensional F,,d which is not a Ga, is the countable 
infinite product of rationals Q$” (this follows from results in Engelking et al. 
[9]); an easy direct proof will be given in section 2); using this fact, we can 
immediately construct many more such spaces: Let {Xi: i E N} be a family of 
non-complete absolute F06 spaces; by a result of Hurewicz [lo], each Xi 
contains a closed copy of Q. Hence HE, Xi is still an F,,6, but not a Gb, since 
it contains a closed copy of Q$“. 
The aim of this paper is to show, that the zero-dimensional homogeneous 
absolute F,,-spaces which can be obtained in this way, are very few. Precisely, 
we will prove: 
1.1 THEOREM. Let {Xi: i E N}, { Yi: i E N} be families of non-empty, zero- 
dimensional absolute F06-spaces which are not complete, and suppose that 
X= n 6, Xi, Y = n:, Yi are homogeneous. 
(a) Zf X, Y are not Baire, then X= Y (= Q”). 
(b) Zf X, Y are Bake, then X= Y (= S”, where S is as in [ 151). 
This theorem answers a question from [6]. Our proof will also yield the 
following theorem, which answers a question of van Mill [14]: 
1.2 THEOREM. Let X be a non-empty closed subset of Q$“. Then 
Xxa-y=Q”. 
I do not know whether the spaces Q” and S” are the only homogeneous 
zero-dimensional spaces that are an absolute F,,, but not an absolute G,,; nor 
do I have topological characterizations of them; it would be interesting to know 
the answers to those problems. 
I am indebted to J. van Mill for many helpful suggestions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For all undefined terms and notation, see Engelking [g], or Kuratowski [12]. 
A = B means that A and B are homeomorphic. The diameter of a set A with 
respect, to a given metric d is denoted by d-diam(A). C always denotes the 
Cantor set, Q denotes the space of rationals, and IF’ the space of irrationals. A 
subset of a space X is clopen if it is both closed and open in X. A space X is 
homogeneous if for each x, y E X, there exists a homeomorphism h :X+X such 
that h(x) = y; and strongly homogeneous if I/=X for each non-empty clopen 
subset U of X. It is easily seen that a strongly homogeneous zero-dimensional 
space is homogeneous. . 
By a complete space we mean a topologically complete space, i.e. an absolute 
GG-space. A space X is u-complete if X= U E, Xi, where each Xi is complete, 
i.e. if X is an absolute G8,,-space. If 9 is a topological property, then a space 
X is nowhere 9 if no non-empty open subset of X has the property 2 
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We now state a lemma containing some basic information about Q$“; 
part (c) is the “F,d-analoque” to the well-known theorem that any zero- 
dimensional complete space can be embedded as a closed subset of IP. 
2.1 LEMMA. (a) Q$” is strongly homogeneous. 
(b) Q$” is an absolute F,+ which is nowhere o-complete. 
(c) Let X be a zero-dimensional absolute Fa6. Then X can be embedded as 
a closed subset of Q$“. 
PROOF. (a) It is easily seen that any non-empty open subspace U of X can 
be written as an infinite disjoint union of non-empty basic clopen subsets; 
hence, U= N xQs”=Q”. 
(b) Clearly, Q” is an absolute FC6. Suppose {Ai:i~ N} is a countable 
family of complete subsets of Q$“. Since Q3” is not Baire, Ai #Q$“, hence there 
exists a basic open subset U#0 of Q$” such that UflAi = 0. Let nl E IN, 
(4 i ,..., q,,)EQ’+ be such that X,=(q, ,..., q,,)xQxQx . . . CU. Since AznXr 
is closed in AZ, it is complete, and since Xi I: Q” is not Baire, as above we can 
find nl<n2EN, (qn,+, ,..., qn2)EQ”-“l, such that X,=(q, ,..., qn,)xQxQx 
X . . . cQ" \ (A, UAz). Proceeding in this way, we find a point (qi)ieN E 
E Q$” \ (U:, Ai); so Q“’ is not a-complete, whence by (a), it is nowhere 
a-complete. 
(c) Suppose that X#0, and embed X in the Cantor set; for each ie N, let 
AiC C be o-compact such that X= n;, Ai. If L : X+Ai is the inclusion map, 
then f: X-+ fl E 1 Ai defined by f(x) = ui(X))i is a closed embedding. 
From the characterization of Q x C in [l] it easily follows that Ai x (Q x C) = 
= Q x C, and hence that Ai can be considered as a closed subset of Q x C. Then 
f[X] is a closed subset of fl:, (QxC)=(QXC)“=(Q”X{O, l}“)“=Q-. 0 
The following theorem is due to Ostrovskii ([16]; see also [6]). 
2.2 THEOREM. Let A be a strongly homogeneous, zero-dimensional space, 
and suppose that X = U E, Xi, where each Xi is closed and nowhere dense in 
X, and homeomorphic to A. Then X= Q x A. 
For the construction of homeomorphisms, we will use, in section 4, a 
technique that is basically due to Knaster and Reichbach [ll]; the exact result 
we need is taken from [6]: 
2.3 THEOREM. Let X and Y be zero-dimensional spaces, and let A and B be 
closed nowhere dense subspaces of X and Y, respectively. If ho: A-B is a 
homeomorphism, then there exist covers { U,, : n E N} of X \ A, { V,, : n E N} of 
Y \ B, consisting of disjoint non-empty clopen subsets of X, Y respectively, 
such that the following holds: Whenever there exists, for each n E N, a btjection 
h, : U,,+ V,, the combination mapping h = ho U U y=, h, : X+ Y is continuous at 
points of A, and h-’ is continuous at points of B. 
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In the situation of the above theorem, we will say that (((I,, V,) : n E rr\l} is a 
KR-cover for (X \ A, Y \ B, h,). 
As a corollary to this theorem, we obtain the following special case of a result 
from [4]. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let X and Y be zero-dimensional spaces, and let A and B 
be closed nowhere dense subspaces of X and Y, respectively. If A=B, 
X \ A = Y \ B, and X \ A is strongly homogeneous, then X= Y. 
The result of Hurewicz [lo], which was mentioned in the introduction, is: 
2.5. THEOREM. Let A be a Bore1 subset of a compact space X. Then A is 
complete if and only if A does not contain a closed copy of Q. 
3.PRODUCTSWHICHARENOTBAIRE 
In this section, we will prove theorem 1.1(a), and theorem 1.2. Both will be 
deduced from the following more general theorem. 
3.1 THEOREM. Suppose X is a non-empty zero-dimensional absolute FD6 of 
the first category, such that every non-empty clopen subset of X contains a 
closed copy of Q$“. Then X=Q-. 
PROOF. Write X= U;= I Xi, where each Xi is a closed and nowhere dense 
subset of X, and fix iE IN. Let 9 be a cover of X \ Xi by clopen disjoint 
subsets of X such that, for each DE 9, diam(D)<d(D, Xi). For each DE 6% let 
E(D)= Q$” be closed in D. Then Ai= XiU UD, 9 E(D) is closed in X, Xi is 
closed and nowhere dense in Ai 3 and Ai \ Xi- Q”‘. Since Xi is an absolute FOa, 
Xi can be embedded as a closed subset of Q- by lemma 2.1(c), and of course 
we can assume that Xi is nowhere dense. Then Q” \ Xi= Q$” is strongly 
homogeneous, and hence Ai= Q$” by theorem 2.4. NOW put Ai = U,y=, A;, 
with Aj=Q$” closed and nowhere dense in Ai; then x=IJE=, A~=QxQa= 
=Q” by theorem 2.2. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1(a). It suffices to show that X= Q$“. Clearly, X is a 
non-empty zero-dimensional absolute FOd. By theorem 2.5, each Xi contains a 
closed copy Ai of Q, so X contains a closed copy A = JJL, Ai of Q$“. 
Now let U be non-empty and clopen in X, and take x E U, y E A. Since X is 
homogeneous, there is a homeomorphism h:X*X such that h(y)=x; then 
h[A] n Uz0 is closed in (I, and clopen in h[A] whence homeomorphic to Q$” 
by lemma 2.1(a). It remains to be shown that X is of the first category. To prove 
this, embed X densely in C. Since X is an absolute FD6, we can write 
C\X=Uz, Bi, with Bi complete. Suppose Int Bi = 0 for each i E IN. 
Then C \ UT= 1 Bi is a dense complete subset of X, contradicting the fact 
that X is not Baire. Hence for some i, & contains a non-empty clopen 
subset U. 
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Then UflBi is a dense complete subset of ufl(C \ X), so LIfIX is first 
category. Let x E W)X, and for each y E X, let II,, : X+X be a homeomorphism 
sending x to y. Taking a countable subcover of {h,,[UnX] :y EX}, it is easily 
seen that X is of the first category. Now apply theorem 3.1. 0 
3.2 REMARK. From the proof of theorem 1.1(a), wecan in fact deduce that 
if X is a dense FOd-subset of C which does not contain a dense complete 
subset, then X is of the first category. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Xx Q”’ is clearly a non-empty zero-dimensional 
absolute F,, of the first category; and if U x V is a non-empty basic clopen 
subset of Xx Q$“, and XE U, then {x] x V= Q= by lemma 2.1(a). Again apply 
theorem 3.1. 0 
4.PRODUCTS WHICH ARE BAIRE 
In this section, we will prove theorem 1.1 (b), which will be deduced from the 
analogue to theorem 3.1 for Baire spaces. 
4.1 THEOREM. Suppose that X and Y are non-empty zero-dimensional 
absolute F,, spaces containing a dense copy of Ip, such that every non-empty 
clopen subset of X or Y contains a closed copy of Q”. Then X= Y. 
PROOF. Let P, = IP dense C X, PZ = IP dense C Y, and fix complete metrics dl 
for P, , d2 for P2. Remark that if U is non-empty .and clopen in X, and E is a 
closed copy of Q$” in U, then EnP, is closed in P,, whence complete; since E 
is not Baire, there is a non-empty clopen F in E with FnP, =0. Thus the 
closed copies of Q” in X (resp. in Y) may always be assumed lying in X\ PI 
(resp. Y \ P2). Using this fact, we will first prove the following 
CLAIM. Let A be a non-empty closed nowhere dense subset of X, B a non- 
empty closed nowhere dense subset of Y, U clopen in X, V clopen in Y, such 
that A C U \ PI, BC V\ P2, and let E > 0. Then there exist closed nowhere 
dense subsets A’ of X, B’ of Y such that A’=Q$“-B’, ACA’cU\Pl, and 
BCB’C V\ P2, and such that, tff :A ‘-+ B’ is any homeomorphism, then there 
isaKR-cover {(U,,,V,,):~EN} for(U\A’,V\B’,f) whichsatisjiesforeach 
n E n\r, dr-diam( U, fI P,) < E, d2-diam( V, fl P2) < E. 
PROOF OF THE CLAIM. Let Y’= { WL: n E h\l} be a family of non-empty, 
disjoint clopen subsets of PI of d,-diameter less than E, such that U X’= P,. 
By a result of Kuratowski ([13]; see also [8], ex. 4.5.1), we can extend Y’ 
to a family g= { W,,:n E n\l} of disjoint open subsets of U \ A such that 
@,,tl PI = WA for each n E IN. Put A = U \ U F; then A is still closed and 
nowhere dense in U, and ACA. Let D be a cover of U \A by clopen disjoint 
subsets of U such that diam(D) < d(D, A) for each DE 9. Let F(D) be a 
closed nowhere dense copy of Q$” in D, with F(D)fl P, = 0, and put 
A’=&UDEp F(D). 
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Then A ‘= Q m as in the proof of theorem 3.1, and clearly A ’ is closed, and 
A CA ‘C CJ \ Pt. To show that A ’ is nowhere dense in X, assume that 0 is 
open in X, and contained in A ‘. Since A is nowhere dense in A ‘, Of-IF(D) # 0 
for some DE 9; but OnF’(D) = OnD is open in D, contradicting the fact that 
P(D) is nowhere dense in D. For each n E IkJ, let “w, be a family of non-empty 
disjoint clopen subsets of U such that U wn = w,, \ A’, and put w’= U 
U{ Vn:nekJ}. Then U W=U\A’, and d,-diam(WfIP,)ce for each WE % 
Similarly, find B’ in V, and a family .2? of non-empty disjoint clopen subsets 
of V such that U !2?= V\ B’, and &diam(ZnP,) <E for each ZE % 
Now let f: A’+B’ be any homeomorphism, and let {(o,,, v,J: n E N} be a 
KR-cover for (V\ A’, V\ B’, f). For each n E R\1, consider 
Since X, Y are nowhere locally compact, we can find infinite, disjoint, clopen 
refinements %n = { Lr(n, m) : m E tt4} of &, Vn = { V(n, m) : m E IN> of Vn (con- 
sisting of non-empty sets), such that U %,, = o,,, U “y, = Tn. Enumerating 
IJz==, %,, as {u,:n~N}, and IJr=, ^y as {V,:nen\l}, in such a way that 
U,, = U(k, I) if and only if V, = V(k, I), we obtain the required KR-cover 
{(V,,, V,) : n E h\l}. This completes the proof of the claim. 
We now continue the proof of the theorem. Since PI,P2 are absolute 
Gd-spaces, we can find decreasing sequences { Wi:i~O), {Zi:i~a} of open 
subsets of X, Y, respectively, such that P, = n;, Wi, Pz = nE=, Zi; we may 
also assume that W, #X, ZO # Y. 
Let M be the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers, including the 
empty sequence 0. For s=(il, . . . . ik) EM, put IsI = k, and /0]= 0. For each 
s EM, we will define collections 42(s) = {t&s, n): n E n\l} of disjoint clopen 
subsets of X, V(s) = { V(s, n): n E n\l} of disjoint clopen subsets of Y, closed 
nowhere dense subsets D(s) of U(s), E(s) of V(s), and homeomorphisms 
h(s) :D(s)+&s), such that 
(1) {W(s,n), v&N: n E N} is a KR-cover for (V(s) \ D(s), V(s) \ E(s), h(s)), 
where V(0) =X, V(0) = Y; 
(2) x\ WkC u,,,,, QdcX\P,, y\z,cu,,,.$w y\p,; 
(3) dt-diam(U(s)nP,)c lsl-l, d,-diam(V(s)nP,)c IS/-~ if IsI 2 1. 
Define u(0) =X, V(0) = Y. Applying the claim to A =X\ W,, B= Y \ Z,, 
c/=X, V= Y, E= 1, we find closed nowhere dense copies of Qa, D(0) in X, and 
E(0) in Y, and a KR-cover {(U(n), V(n)) : n E IN} for (X\ B(0), Y \ E(0), h(O)), 
where h(0) is an arbitrary homeomorphism between D(0) and E(0), such that 
for each n E IN, dr-diam( V(n) fl P,) c 1, &diam( V(n) n P2) < 1. Put %(0) = 
={U(n):nEN}, -Y(0)={Vn:nEtN}. 
Now suppose that g(s), -y(s), D(s), E(s), and h(s) have been defined for 
IsIlk; fix sEM with IsI =k, and nelN. Let k=min{j:U(s,n)nX\ W,#0}, 
I = min{ j : V(s, n) f’l Y \ Zj # 0)) and apply the claim to A = U(s, n) flX \ W,, 
B = V(s, n)tl Y \ Z,, U= t&s, n), V= V(s, n), E = (k + 2)- ‘. This yields closed 
nowhere dense subsets D(s, n) of C&s, n), E(s, n) of V(s, n), such that A c D(.s, n) c 
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c U(s, n) \ Pi, B c E(s, n) C V(s, n) \ Pz, and D(s, n) = Q m = E(s, n); and choosing 
an arbitrary homeomorphism h(s, n) : D(s, n)*E(s, n), we obtain a HZ-cover 
{W<s, n, m), Us, n, ml) : m E k--J} for (Us, n) \ W, n), Us, n) \ Qs, n), 4s n), such 
that 
di-diam(l/(s,n,m)nPi)<(k+2)-‘=I(s,n,m)l-’, 
&diam( V(s, n, m) fl Pz) < 1 (s, n, m) I- ’ . 
It is easily seen that (l), (2), and (3) are satisfied. 
For ooNm, denote by crlk~M the initial segment of o of length k. Since 
each V(s), V(s) is non-empty (by the definition of KR-cover), we find by (1) and 
(3), for each CJE N” , a unique point X,E nF=, U(a jk)nP,, and a unique 
point yOe nr=, V(alk)flP2. Define g:P,+P, by g(x,)=y,, and put 
h=gU IJ h(s). 
ssM 
Since u(s)=(u(s)npl)uU,,, &W, and ~(s)=(I/(s)np2)UUfEM~(S,~), 
it easily follows that h :X+ Y is bijective, and that h [ IV(S)] = V(s) for each s EM. 
It is also easily seen that g is a homeomorphism, and since P, is dense in X, 
and P2 is dense in Y, it suffices to show that for each xoX\ P,, and each 
YE Y\P,, the mappings hl(P,U{x}), and h-‘I(P,U{y}) are continuous ([3]; 
see also [8], ex. 3.2A). So let x E X \ P, . By (2), x E D(s) for some s E M. Since 
{(Ws, n), w, m : n E N} is a KR-cover for (V(s) \ D(s), V(s) \ E(s),h(s)), and 
since h[l/(s, n)] = V(s, n) for each n E n\l, we have that hi V(s) is continuous at the 
point x, and hence hl(P,U{x}) is continuous. Similarly, h-‘I(P,U{y}) is 
continuous. Cl 
4.2 REMARK. In the above proof, we see that X\ PI = UseMD(s), with 
D(s)=Q$” for each SEM, hence by theorem 2.2, X\ P1=Qm. 
4.3 REMARK. Analyzing the proof of theorem 4.1, it becomes clear that we 
can apply the same technique to prove the following more general result: If X 
is a zero-dimensional, strongly homogeneous space, then there is at most one 
zero-dimensional space Y which is the disjoint union of X and a dense copy of 
Ip, such that if U is non-empty and clopen in Y, then U contains a closed copy 
of X which is disjoint from IP; it immediately follows that Y is strongly homo- 
geneous. This theorem has been obtained independently by van Douwen [5]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1(b). Since X and Y are Baire, we can deduce from 
remark 3.2 that both X and Y contain a dense complete subset. As in the proof 
of theorem 1.1(a), each clopen non-empty subset of X or Y contains a closed 
copy of Q”‘; from this it also follows that the dense complete subsets of X and 
Y are co-dense, and hence nowhere locally compact, whence homeomorphic to 
IP ([l]). Now apply theorem 4.1. 
The space S from [ 151 is a complement in the Cantor set of Q x iP; it was 
characterized in that paper as the only zero-dimensional, nowhere a-compact 
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space which is the union of a a-compact and a complete subspace, but nowhere 
the union of a countable and a complete subspace. Since S is nowhere 
o-compact, the complete subspace is dense, whence S” is Baire. Being the 
union of an absolute Cd and an absolute F,, S is an absolute F,,; thus S” 
satisfies the requirements of theorem 1.1(b). 0 
5. CONCLUSION 
Considering theorem 2.5, and other “Hurewicz-type theorems”, i.e. 
theorems of the type: “If A is a Bore1 subset of a compact space X, and A does 
not have property 9, then A contains a closed copy of the space Y” (see [17], 
[7], [6]), I conjecture that the following is true. 
5.1. CONJECTURE. If A is a Bore1 subset of a compact space X, and A is not 
a-complete, then A contains a closed copy of Q3”. 
A proof of this conjecture, together with the results of this paper, would yield 
a very nice characterization of both Q” and S”, and it would show that there 
are exactly two homogeneous zero-dimensional Bore1 sets that are exactly of the 
multiplicative class 2. 
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